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されている（Geiselman, Fisher, Cohen, Holland
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統制群 4.41（1.00） 3.47（1.31） 4.88（0.33） 4.42（0.61） 0.00（0） 0.32（0.67） 
１問群 4.44（0.96） 3.26（1.48） 4.81（0.40） 4.42（0.90） 0.00（0） 0.00（0） 
４問群 1.64（1.57） 1.08（0.86） 3.91（0.54） 4.08（0.86） 0.64（0.92） 0.38（0.65） 
描画群 2.96（1.65） 2.56（2.10） 3.96（1.37） 4.44（1.03） 0.60（1.04） 0.38（1.02） 
誘導数（5問中） 正答数（5問中） 「わかりません」数（10問中） 
4歳 5歳 4歳 5歳 4歳 5歳 
（注　括弧内は標準偏差） 
Table.1 4歳児と5歳児の誘導数、正答数、「わかりません」反応数
統制群 0.00（0） 0.05（0.23） 0.00（0） 0.26（0.56） 
１問群 0.00（0） 0.00（0） 0.00（0） 0.00（0） 
４問群 0.27（0.47） 0.23（0.44） 0.36（0.50） 0.15（0.50） 
描画群 0.00（0） 0.00（0） 0.60（1.04） 0.36（1.02） 
誘導質問（5問中） 統制質問（5問中） 










ところ，年齢の主効果（F ( 1 , 1 2 8 ) = 9 . 1 6 3 ,
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The effect of training for reduction of children’s suggestibility
OCHI Keita and NAGAO Megumi
The aim of the present paper is to investigate what kind of interview is best for use with
children victims of maltreatment for the purpose of obtaining accurate information from children.
Children aged 4-5 years were presented with a short story and were asked ten questions concern-
ing the story including five misleading and five not misleading questions.  Before the procedure of
questions, one fourth of the children were misled by one misleading question and were corrected
(One-question condition), another fourth were misled by four questions and were corrected
(Four-question condition), another fourth were asked to draw pictures of the story (Drawing
condition), and the other fourth did not experience such procedures (Control condition).
Comparing the results of the conditions, children in the four-question condition and the drawing
condition were not misled significantly compared with control condition.  In addition, children in
the four-question condition were less misled than children in the drawing condition.  Finally, on
the basis of the results of the experiment, some issues were argued concerning the desirable
methods of interviews to children victims of criminals.
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